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Abstract

The k-means clustering algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithm for clustering analysis of big data. The traditional K-means algorithm is inefficient while working on large numbers of data sets. Thus improving the algorithm efficiency remains a problem. The traditional k-means algorithm is computationally expensive in terms of time complexity. The quality of the resulting clusters mostly depends on the selection of initial centroids and the existing k-means algorithm, does not guarantee optimality. Several methods have been proposed in the literature for improving the performance of the k-means clustering algorithm. This paper discusses about the different techniques and improvements of K-means clustering algorithm based on different research papers referred. These methods includes Refined initial cluster center’s method, A parallel K-means algorithm, A parallel k-means clustering algorithm based on Map Reduce technique, Determine the initial centroids of the clusters and Assign each data point to the appropriate matching clusters, An efficient enhanced k-means clustering algorithm, Variation in K-means algorithm and proposed parallel K-means clustering algorithm, A New Initialization Method to Originate Initial Cluster Centre’s for K-Means Algorithm, Dynamic Clustering of Data with Modified K-Means Algorithm. This review paper discusses about the limitations of these clustering technique and also compare each technique with other techniques.

1. Introduction

Data mining is a tool extracting the information from large datasets because it is very difficult to get important information and provide it within time limit. In data mining clustering that is cluster analysis of data performing principal task. Clustering is a task to group data on basis of their similarities and dissimilarities from data elements, mainly it is difficult at the time of big dataset.

Clustering method convert that information into various clusters where object in that cluster having similar proper-ties as compare to other but not same to other clusters properties.

There are various efficient techniques used to solve the problem for large data clustering. Clustering techniques and implementation used for getting scalability and performance in such data analysis. By using cluster analysis techniques it is very easy to handle complex data sets and K-means is widely used for producing clusters in many application. It is also used for automatically organized data, compression form and finding some hidden structure.[4][5][10]

In the figure 1 shows basic cluster formation from given dataset when we applying K-means algorithm. In first stage by selecting random initial centroid and clusters the data object in the dataset. Now in stage second recalculating centroid from first iteration due to this as figure shows some of the data object move from one cluster to another. In third stage of the figure centroid remain constant which means convergence is found. In this way all data object is clustered as respective cluster hence selection of initial centroid is main task in cluster formation.

Fig 1: Block Diagram of cluster formation
In rest of the paper is organized as Section II discuss related work of existing K-means algorithms. The section III Discuss study of the various techniques of modified K-means algorithm.

2. Related work

First used of K-means clustering algorithm by James MacQueen in 1967[1]. In 1957 Stuart Lloyed first proposed the basic original algorithm as a technique for signal processing, through it wasn’t publish until 1982. K-means algorithm mostly used partitioned clustering algorithm in many application. In this method partition depends the k partition data where k represent the cluster and k ≤ n(data object). The following condition will be fulfill at the time of clusters the data into k that is number of cluster groups:

I) each group contain at least on object and
II) Each object belongs to exactly one group.[11]

K-means algorithm: [1]
Input: D= {d1, d2, d3…….,dn} // D contains data objects.
Number of cluster=k //User defined
Output:
A set of k clusters.
Steps:
Phase I: Randomly select initial cluster centroid from data items.
Phase II: Assign each data point to the cluster which has the closest (most similar) centroid.
Phase III: Recalculate the new mean for each cluster
Phase IV: Repeat step II and III until convergence is met.

The k-means algorithm mostly used for data mining purpose. The input for this is ‘n’ data items. And user gives number of clusters that is ‘k’. Basically k-means algorithm is divided into two phase. In first randomly select initial centroid with better accuracy and assign each data point to which it is the most similar cluster. And in phase second. The new mean for each cluster is then calculated. This process iterates until the criterion function converges. [1]

For producing better accurate result many application used k-means algorithm which having efficient, easy and simplicity of implementation, adaptability to sparse data and scalability [5]. K-means can be easily used for clustering of data. The time complexity for k-means algorithm is O(nkt), where n is the number of object is number of iteration and k is number of cluster hence it is very fast algorithm. The traditional k-means is expensive and its result is mostly depends on selection of initial centroid. Clusters form in k-means with the help of initial centroid and these initial centroid calculated randomly so clusters are vary from one an-other in different iteration. Also data element vary from one cluster to another [5].

The drawback of k-means algorithms is given below:

• How to choose the initial location of centroid that is lack of universal methods.
• K-means algorithm has input k that is number of cluster, it is very difficult to fix the number of cluster in advance.
• Result of k-means depends upon the selection of initial centroid because different centroid can cause different cluster that affect result accuracy so how to select initial location for centroid [10].
• The algorithm stuck in local minima value [11].
• Lack of knowledge how to treat with inappropriate and clatter attribute.

Clustering analysis used in various application like analysis of geographical information system, Real life area like speech recognition, rising area like bioinformatics, genome data analysis and ecosystem data analysis. Similarly data mining, pattern recognition, vector quantization and fault detection, speech recognition [3] this application also regularly used data clustering.

There are many application of k-means clustering algorithm for data analysis some of these are given as follow: [2] Wireless sensor network: To analysis the network data usage efficiently so wireless network used cluster algorithm. Landmine detection also used clustering algorithms [9]. Cancerous data analysis and identifying [7]: For identifying cancerous data set used cluster algorithm as this take known cancerous and non-cancerous data set. Academics used cluster algorithm: For checking student performance used cluster analysis based on similarities they are grouped into different clusters hence we say clustering monitor the student performance. In search Engine: Here clustering is done by keywords or phrases of similarity also is decided well separated clusters based on data, in this way cluster algorithms used in search engine. In this way clustering algorithms efficiently used analyses and finding cluster center where it’s collect data in its respective clusters.

3. Study of various techniques of modified k-means algorithms

K-means clustering algorithms have some common problems which are reviewed in this paper like number of iteration in the algorithm, selection of initial cluster Centre, clustering large data set, and defining number of cluster. By discuss this problem we compare this all clustering algorithm can be made based on this problem.

Technique I: Implementation parallel of K-means [2]
Parallel k-means algorithm computational complexity is given as:

\[ T_m \approx \frac{3nk^d}{m} T^{\text{flip}} \]

- K-means algorithm has less complexity when grouping large data is near to 1/m of the traditional k-means algorithm; it can be seen by above formula.
- From this with perspective both time and space we enhance cluster analysis efficiency.
- K-means algorithm greatly enhance due to these improvements that is grouping of large data is more quickly and accurately.

**Technique II: Refinement of initial cluster centroid [2]**

- The iterative time of k-means algorithm is decreases due to this method for making the clustering analysis more efficient.
- This approach gives better effects result and less iterative time than the existing k-means algorithm.
- This techniques adds nearly no burden to the system.

**Technique III: Variation between k-means algorithm and proposed k-means clustering algorithm [12]**

In this algorithm given data objects divide into N numbers of partitions by master processor, then each partition assign to everyone processor. In next stage master processor calculate initial centroid and pass it to all processor. Again centroid recalculation done by master processor and broadcast it to other processor. This step is done continue until unique cluster is found. But in this algorithm number of cluster is fixed to three and initial centroid declared to minimum value and N/2th value of data point of the total dataset. For design data level parallelism algorithm used from this paper and proposed algorithm gives the more accurate unique clustering results.

**Techniques IV: Parallel implementation using Map Reduce [4]**

In this paper performance is calculated by considering speedup, scale up and size up. Whenever size of dataset increases parallel k-means gives better performance in terms of speed hence parallel k-means algorithm treat large dataset efficiently. In this paper algorithm performed scale up experiment where increase the size of the datasets in directly proportional to the number of computers in the system hence we say parallel k-means handles larger data sets having size is 1GB, 2GB, 3GB and 4GB executed sequentially like 1, 2, 3, 4 computers respectively. Due to this it’s clearly shown that parallel k-means algorithm scales very well.

Number of computer in the given system is constant which holds size up analysis, size of datasets grows by the factor m. Similarly size up measure how much longer it takes on system, where the data set size is m-times larger than the traditional dataset. So parallel k-means very good size up results performance on different and same computer also.

**Technique V: Modified K-means algorithm with dynamic clustering of data [11]**

For better quality of clusters and also generate the optimal number of cluster this paper provide intuition such techniques dynamic clustering method. This algorithm calculate the new cluster centroid by increasing the cluster counter by one in each iteration until it satisfying the validity of cluster quality, otherwise its work same as a k-means algorithm. Modified k-means definitely increase the quality of cluster as compared with original k-means. Also assign the data object according to their cluster or class is efficiently. Same as its optimality and performance good for unknown data set as compared to k-means. The modified k-means work efficiently where we know number of cluster or not. Main disadvantage for this algorithm is, it’s take more computational time for large data set as compare to k-means algorithm.

**Technique VI: An efficient improved k-means clustering algorithm [5]**

In this techniques every iteration containing some heuristic value for decreases the calculation of centroid in next iteration because data object kept in that centroid where its distance less and far away from the other centroid. Due to heuristics value data object is closer to centroid in each iteration so no need to find its distance from other cluster center and its assign to nearest center. This algorithm is easy to implement and required less computational time but need a simple data structure to maintain the information required for next iteration.

**Technique VII: Originate initial cluster Center’s for k-means algorithm: A new initialization method [1]**

The main problem in k-means is selection of initial cluster centroid so here implement new algorithm which is based on binary search techniques. Whether we find out the item from list of array we used mostly binary search. Using same technique algorithm design in such way initial centroid find by binary search property. This proposed algorithm required less time as compare to other algorithm for execution. This conclude that the algorithm provide good result as other initialization methods with simple k-means.

**Technique VIII: Calculate the initial centroid of the cluster and Assign each data point to the appropriate cluster [1]**

Input required for this is data object and number of cluster that is k and initial centroid calculation is done automatically using this algorithm. Hence finding initial Centre systematically and assign data object to cluster.
This method over-all need time complexity of the improved algorithm is . Since k must less than n. Main drawback for this method is that value of k, that is number of cluster is still required as an input.

Review of the limitation on the above approaches based on the following five limitation of the k-means shown in table

Basic limitation of k-means is:
- Computational complexity
- Speed up/Size up/Scale up
- Selection of initial centroid
- Assignment of data object
- Declared number of cluster beforehand.

Other limitation of K-means is below:

I) Empty cluster handle:
Depending upon initial centroid it produce the empty cluster but for static execution this problem take a trivial and can be solve by executing algorithm with number of times.

II) Algorithm fails for irregular data set:
Distributed non-linearly mannered data object and using k-means clustering of this data object will not give optimal clusters.

III) Calculating mean is necessary in clustering algorithms:
K-means applicable only when the mean is defined for number of clusters.

IV) Handling of noisy data:
Pre-processing is required to remove noisy data before applying k-means algorithm.

V) Reducing the SSE with post processing: [13]
To better clustering result for k-means we have to reduce the SSE. There are various method used for reducing SSE but it is difficult task.

From the Table 1 dash line indicate no limitation for that technique. And other gives limitation or disadvantage for the techniques for clustering. This technique concentrate on some specific limitation but this technique fail to improve the efficient and effective result of the k-means algorithms. It also takes into consideration for scale up, speed up and size up for the dataset, resources used and faster execution of the algorithm.

### Table 1: Review of limitation on the above techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-Means Limitation</th>
<th>Technique I</th>
<th>Technique II</th>
<th>Technique III</th>
<th>Technique IV</th>
<th>Technique V</th>
<th>Technique VI</th>
<th>Technique VII</th>
<th>Technique VIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limitation I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The result for small data set is not notable.</td>
<td>Number of clusters is fixed that is three.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation II</td>
<td>Computational complexity combined by computational complexity computing and communication</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>For larger data set it take more computational time as compared to k-means</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation III</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation IV</td>
<td>Value of k is limitation for this.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The value of k is limitation of proposed algorithm</td>
<td>Value of K is limitation for this.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Value of k is limitation for this proposed algorithm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Speedup performs increases as the size of the dataset increases</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4. Conclusion

In today's era, very large volume of digital data is generated by many applications. Clustering is widely used technique for knowledge discovery and data mining tool. Clustering plays very crucial role in data mining and used by tools for big data analysis. The analysis of these large volume of data is very important steps for making decisions on the field. This paper we discusses various limitation and disadvantages of various clustering algorithms techniques. And those limitation are Selection of initial centroid, Assignment of data object, declared number of cluster beforehand, number of iterations and computational complexity. Also discuss and reviewed various techniques of modified k-means clustering algorithm. This paper is also discusses the various clustering algorithms techniques which are used for clustering of large data using modified and improved k-means algorithm. It also discusses the solution for finding best initial cluster, efficient improved k-means clustering algorithm. Calculate the initial centroid of the cluster and Assign each data point to the appropriate cluster. Modified K-means algorithm with dynamic clustering of data, Implementation parallel of K-means And k-means clustering algorithm gives best result in terms of speed up, scale up, size up for a large data from this review paper. Similarly we discusses limitation for this technique in this review paper.
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